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A flexible, microcomputer based, three-axis machine tool controller is
developed and described. The controller consists of a microcomputer, a
software control progrâm, and a custom-made motion control card. to
interface the axes' motors with the microcomputer. The software based

controller performs sampled-data control and it is impiemented in FORTRAN

and ASSEMBLER. This software provides much greater flexibility than a
traditional hardwired controller. For s¡nmple, software routines for multi_

axis linear and circular interpolation, and backlash compensation are

incorporated easily. In addition, a commercial part design system is
interfaced to the machine tool controller to further demonstrate its flexibility.

A manual three-axis milling machine is modifi.ed for use as a CNC

machine in order to evaluate the performance of the new machine tool

controller. A sofiware based, proportional-integral-derivative (pID)

compensator is employed to control the positions of the three axes of the

milling machine. The results of linear and circular accuracy tests indicate

that the position controller itself achieves the desired machining accuracy of
+/- 0.0005 inches. Structural characteristics such as vibrations and pitch

emor in the leadscrew, hov/ever, are found to degrade the attainable

machining accuracy.
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1.1 Background

Computer numerical controlled (CNC) machine tools like milling
machines and lathes offer significant cost savings over traditional, manually

operated machines. A CNC system can achieve greater uniformity and

higher machining accuracy than a manually operated machine t1]. In
addition, a CNC system can perform accurate multi-axis linear or circular

machining, which is generally not possible on a manual machine. Finally,

the part design and manufacturing processes are simplified greatly when

CNC technolory is used in conjunction with a computer-aided design (CAD)

support package that generates a part program code. Affordable

microcomputer based CAD systems are nov¡ available due to recent advances

in computer technology. The interactive graphics of these CAD systems

permit part design, modification, and verification on a monitor screen prior to
the actual machining.

The initial cost of CNC systems is high compared to that of manual

machines. CNC machines can range in price from about $20,000 to several

hundred thousand dollars. Small and medium sized manufacturers have a
difficult time justifyrng the initial cost of CNC systems when their manually

operated systems are still in good working condition. An economical

alternative to purchasing new CNC equipment is the conversion of a manual

machine to cNC. Retrofitting a manual machine for cNC can be done
1
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usually at less than 30vo of the cost of comparable new equipment [2].
Therefore' many manufacturers would prefer to upgrade their manually
operated machines to CNC as opposed to buying completely ne\tr CNC

machines. A networking capability is also a desirable feature to incorporate

in retrofi't applications. This feature would enable several machines to be

integrated into a more efficient manufacturing system. For example, several

CNC machines could be networked into a manufacturing system with one

CAD workstation used for designing parts and then downloading the part
programs to the individual machines.

In recent times, hardware based, commersial motion control systems

have been introduced into the marketplace. þ¡amples include the
CompumotorrM PC-23 Indexer [3-5], which is a microprocessor_based three_

axis position controller, and the PRO-400 Stored Motion profile Controller
from Electro-Craft Corporation [6]. These systems have many user_friendly
features, such as prograrnming capabilities and adjustable controller gains.

However, they are stand-alone or dedicated controllers which do not have a
cAD system interface or a networking capability and they must be

prograûrmed by using a non-standard CNC progremming language. With
stand-alone controllers, it is necessary to manually enter the coordinates

specifring a geometry through a keypad. If a design must be changed

significantly, then this time consuming process must be repeated.

Comrnercial controllers are generally supplied as complete systems

with hardwired control functions. A hard\trare based controller generally

operates at higher s¿mpling frequencies than a more flexible sofibware based

controller. Higher sampling frequencies permit higher performance

2



operation in a wider variety of applications such as robotics. However, the
form of the hardwired controller cannot be changed easily. It is desirable to

have the flexibility to customize a controller to suit the requirements of a
particular machine tool application. A flexible machine tool controller should

allow the use of different control schemes which can vary from simple

contouring to adaptive control capabilities. For example, adaptive control

could be used to manipulate the cutting feedrate to maintain the maximum
permissible cutting torque. Adaptive control increases the efficiency of a
machine tool permitting a higher production output. Finally, it is critical in
high accuracy machine tool applications to compensate for machine errors

such as backlash and leadscrew pitch erïor in the drive system. Such

features are not usually offered on coürmercial motion control systems.

To provide flexibility and to customize a controller to suit the
requirements of a particular application, it was decided to develop a flexible,

microcomputer based, motion control system. The motion controller should

accept standard machine tool part program codes to facilitate a CAD

interface. As well, a machine tool controller with an open controller design is
a desirably powerful tool because it can be integrated. easily into a computer

controlled manufacturing system of the future.

A flexible motion control system consists of a microcomputer, a

software control program, and a custom motion control card to interface the

axes'motors with the computer. Such a flexible motion controller should use

software based control algorithms which can be developed and. modified for a
wide variety of applications without any hard.ware changes. Before

3



examining the development of such a system, the classification, structure,

and requirements of a machine tool controller witl be described next.

CNC machines may be classified as point-to-point or contouring
(continuous path) systems t7-gl. A point-to-point machine is one in which

the final position of a programmed move is important, and not the complete

path to that position. A drilling machine is a typical example of a point-to-

point application in which the CNC controller moves the table to a specified

point before drilling is started. Contouring operations, on the other hand, are

performed on machine tools such as milling machines and lathes. The

primary objective of any CNC contouring system is to generate a coordinated

movement of separately driven axes in order to accurately machine

specified path of the cutting tool relative to the workpiece. In contouring

operations, such as the machining of a circurar arc, accuracy must be

maintained over the whole path because material removal occurs over the

complete motion.

CNC machines may be also classified according to the type of control

loop employed. The position control loop can be either an open- or a closed-

loop [10]. As shown in Figure 1.1, an open-loop controller generates the

desired position along an axis but does not receive a feedback signal to
determine the actual position. An example of such a system is a stepping

motor driven, cNc machine. This type of open-loop control lowers the
performance of a cNC system because a change in load, amplifier gain, or

any other system variable will cause a deviation from the desired position. In

4
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contrast' closed-loop controllers use feedback of the controlled variable to
achieve a more reliable and higher level of performance. This thesis will be

concerned with the development of an affordable, microcomputer based,

closed-loop, contouring CNC system.

1.3 Structure of a CNC Control System

A CNC machine tool consists of a machine control unit and the
machine tool itself. The machine control unit can be subdivided further into
two main components, namely, a data processing unit (Dpu) and a control

loops unit (cLU) t?1. The data processing unit decodes a part progïam,

processes it, and supplies data to the cLU. The part program specifies the

toolbit path required to produce a desired part design. Each line of the part
program is called a block. A block specifies the end location, machining

feedrate, and other machining parameters for the desired linear or circular
toolbit path. The process of simultaneously coordinating the motion of
several axes to produce a desired contour is called interpolation. The DpU
generates the intermediate or interpolated positions between the endpoints of
a contoured move. For example, a circular arc is approximated by many

small line segments. The DPU outputs the required position changes, for
each axis, to achieve the desired contour from the starting point to the end

point of the movement.

The control loops unit, CLU, uses the speed and position determined

by the DPU to drive the axes' motors so that the toolbit moves along the

desired path. The CLU also receives feedback from each axis to d.etermine

the actual position along each axis. The difference between the actual

6



position and the required or reference position is termed the position eïTor.

The CLU uses the position error to determine the speed signal which should

be used to drive ¿þs amplifier and the motor. The control function of the CLU

can range from the traditional lead-lag or proportional-integrel-derivative

(PID) control compensation to adaptive control t11-151. The traditiondl CLU

consists of hardwired circuits for position and velocity control [Z]. However,

it is preferable to implement the control functions of the CLU in sofbware to

provide more flexibility

The controller in a machine tool application must satisfy several

requirements y¡ith respect to machining accuracy and standard cNc
features. The requirements for a cheap, flexible machine tool controller

include:

a) Microcomputer Based - The availability and affordability of

microcomputers makes them ideal controllers for machine tools. The

microprocessor of the computer uses a sofìbware implemented, control

algorithm to sample and control the positions of the axes of a cNC

system.

b) Accuracy - The controller of the machine tool must accurately

control the positions of the various axes to machine a specified path of

the cutting tool relative to the workpiece. The machining accuracy is

determined not only by the controller's ability to command the

machine to follow a desired path, but also by the mechanical

characteristics of the machine tool itself. Mechanical characteristics

7



such as backlash, pitch error in the leadscrew, and machine tool

vibrations can adversely affect accuracy.

c) Software Flexibility - It is necessaïy to have access to the software

source code in order to develop custom control features. ps¡ s¡amplê,

suitable position and velocity control loop compensators can be

implemented in software to achieve a desired machining accuracy and
performance. open sofiware greatry increases the ability to network

the cNC machine tool to other machines and to a cAD system.

Furthermore, it is possible to easily add features such as backlash

compensation with open software.

d) Interpolation capabilities - A murti-axis cNC controller must be

able to perform a coordinated motion of several axes. coordinated

three-dimensional linear interpolation and circular interpolation on

any two axes are standard capabilities of cNC machines. open
software also permits more complex interpolation routines such as

spline interpolation to be implemented. such flexibility is usually not
possible on coütmercial systems.

desirable to have a machine tool controller which has part
programming capabilities and a CAD interface. This feature reduces

part design and manufacturing costs because parts can be designed

and modified on the CAD system prior to machining.

1.5 The Goals of the Thesis

e)

The goal of the work reported in this thesis was to design and
construct a flexible and inexpensive microcomputer based, machine tool

8
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controller. It was desired to keep the hardware cost of the controller below

$5000, a price which excludes the servo motors and amplifiers. Common off-

the-shelf hardware was utilized as much as possible to minimì2s the cost.

Existing computer languages and compilers were used to minimize the time
for software development. Based on the experience gained from previous

work [16], sofTware was implemented in FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER.

FORTRAN was used for its powerful mathematical capabilities and ease of
prograrnming the controller and interpolation routines.. On the other hand,

ASSEMBLER subroutines were employed. for low level data input and output
between the computer and hardware devices.

A manual three-axis milling machine \Mas used to evaluate the
performance of the flexible machine tool controller. The sofbware controller
was developed to satisfr t¡ryical perforrnance requirements in milling
operations. The target positional and contouring accuracies \¡vere +/- 0.0005

inches under loaded conditions. SofTware routines \¡¡ere developed for three-

dimensional linear interpolation and eircular interpolation on any two axes.

As well, a software backlash takeup routine was developed to compensate for
the leadscrew backlash whenever a direction reversal occurs on any axis.

Finally, to achieve the full benefits from a cNC system, the developed

machine tool controller was interfaced to an existing, commercial part design

system.

The techniques used to model and design the drive controller will be

introduced in Chapter 2. The design and implementation of both the
hardware and software v¡ill be discussed in chapter B. Finally, the
performance of the machine tool controller will be presented in Chapter 4.

9
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2.1 Introduction

The structure and analysis of control systems for machine tools witl be

introduced in this chapter. The structure of the control loop and. the

sampled-data control of a servo motor drive system will be described. The

theoretical model for the machine drive and for the servo system

compensation will be analyzed. Criteria to establish the machining accuïacy

required for a machine tool controller will be also presented. This chapter

will include a discussion of the matJrematical model and the basic hardware

and software needed for the implementation of a sampled-data, machine

drive controller.

The theory which \Mill be used is based on several inherent

assumptions. The most important requirement is that the motor drive can be

modelled as a linear control system. The validity of a linear model must be

verified by experimentally determining the speed response of the motor drive.

In the mathematical analysis, it is assumed that the mechanical machine

drive does not suffer the dynamic consequences of structural flexibility or

leadscrew errors arising from backlash and pitch error. This assumption is

generally acceptable for a good quality machine tool which is built for high

precision machining. The accurate modelling of the machine drive system is

crucial to the successful implementation of machine tool control.

CTIAPTER 2
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The primary function of a machine tool control system is to accurately

control the position of the tool relative to the workpiece during machining.

The machine drive's control system usually consists of several control loops

such as position, velocity, and sometimes motor current feedback as shown in
Figure 2.7 177-191. The servo motor's drive system is generally an off-the-

shelf, commercially available unit. It consists of a motor and a power

amplifier. The compensated velocity and cunent feedback loops are t¡pically
implemented within ¿þs emplifier.

Velocity feedback stabilizes the sen¡o system. It is usually generated

by a tachometer attached to the motor [20]. Velocity compensation is used to

obtain a stable and fast velocity response to a voltage input. The continuous

velocity signal helps to stabilize the sen/o system when the motor rotates at
low speeds. This stabilization results in a smoother motion [21]. Velocity

control is essential in CNC applications in which high levels of accuracy are

required for the final position, surface finish, and path tracing accuracy 1221.

The innemost current feedback loop limits the motor's arurature current and

reduces the effect of torque disturbances on the servo system. The velocity

and current feedback loops typically utilize lead-lag controllers and they are

usually implemented in analog circuitry [28]. The compensator in the

velocity feedback loop is tuned. by using potentiometers to obtain a good

output velocity response to a step voltage input. The cunent feedback loop

potentiometers are adjusted to limit the motor's maximum armature current.

11
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The position feedback loop illustrated in Figurc Z.! consists of a
position compensator or controller, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) , and

position feedback. The DAC provides an analog speed reference to the

motor's' amplifier and a position encoder provides the position feedback.

Position loop compensation is needed to achieve a desired positional ac'curacy

in the CNC system. The position compensator controls the motion of the

motor driven axis based on the difference, or error, between the reference

position and the actual position along the axis. The position compensator can

be implemented digitatly by using a misrocomputer. The feedback signals

from the machine's axes are sampled by the microprocessor which then

executes a software based, control function based on the feedback signals.

The major advantage of microcomputer based control is that the software

based compensation can be modified much more easily than the conventional

hardwired compensation. Details of position loop compensation will be

discussed later in this chapter.

To implement a microcomputer based, machine tool position

compensator, it is necessary to approximate the continuous flow of reference

and feedback signals by using signals sampled at discrete instants. The

reference position in a CNC system can be transmitted either as a sequence

of individual reference pulses or as a sampled binary word [24]. These

control strategies are referred to as the reference-pulse technique and. the

sampled-data technique, respectively. Each pulse represents one basic

length-unit (BLU) of axis travel in the reference pulse technique. One BLU
is the position resolution of the machine axis. The major drawbacks of the

reference-pulse technique are:

13



a) the speed of an axis is restricted by the computer's ability to produce

reference pulses,

b) interpolation capabilities are limited by the high intermpt

frequencies required for high axes' speeds 1241, and,

c) the control loop is closed outside the computer so that the 'actual

axes'positions are not known during the motion.

The position control loop is closed within the computer when the

sampled-data technique is employed. The control progrâm compares a

reference position word with the actual position feedback to detemine the

position error. The error signal is input at a fixed frequency to a DAC. The

DAC outputs a voltage which is proportional to the required axis speed. The

sampling frequency, fs, employed in the sampled-data technique is
considerably slower than the intermpt frequency of the reference-pulse

technique. Indeed, the sempling frequency ¡s¡ gempled-data machine tool

controllers typically ranges between 100 and 600 Hertz [15, 25]. selection of
the actual sampling frequency depends on the machine's bandwidth and

interpolation requirements. Ttris aspect will be discussed further in Section

2.3.4. Conversely, the sampling frequency for the reference-pulse technique

depends on the maximum axis speed required. The maximum rotational

speed of the motor in a sampled-data system is not limited by the sampling

frequency because an entire error word and not just a single pulse is output

at each gample. The resulting longer intersample period for a snrnpled-data

system allows a more complex interpolation scheme to be implement€d in
real time. The functional elements of a sampled-dat¿ position control system

will be discussed next.

L4



Figure 2.2 tepresents the functional elements of a single axis CNC

drive which uses sampled-data control. A sampled-data controller employs a

microcomputer as part of the control loop. The CNC machine tool consists of
a software based control progïam, interface electronics for motion control,

seryo system, mechanical drive, and position encoder. The motion control

electronics interface the computer's control prograrn, the servo system, and

the position encoder. This electronic circuitry consists of a digital-to-analog

converter (DAC) and an external counter which receives position infomation
from the axes'encoders. The DAC provides a reference voltage signal to the
servo system whilst the external counter is used to count the number of
encoder pulses during a given period. A single encoder pulse represents one

basic length-unit (BLU) of the CNC machine. The mechanical drive for one

axis of a cNC machine typically consists of a gearbox, coupling, and
leadscrew.

The microprocessor of the computer periodically samples the position

of each machine axis. The number of pulses transferred from the external
counter to the microcomputer represents the incremental change in position

for that sample period. The microcomputer accumulates these increments to
determine the actual position of each axis. It then compares the actual
position with the reference position which is determined by the interpolation
routine during each intersample period. The difference between the
reference and the actual position represents the eÌTor in the drive's position.

The position compensator uses the position error to determine the digitat
value which should be applied to the DAC t261. The output from the position
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compensator is applied periodically to a zero-order hold. The zero-order hold

maintains the digital input to the DAC for the duration of the sampling
period. The DAC converts the digital input to a corresponding analog output
which causes the motor to rotate in a direction which reduces the error. The

direction of the motor's rotation is determined by the sign of the applied

voltage. A positive voltage produces rotation in one d,irection and a negative

voltage produces a rotation in the opposite direction. The external counter,

reference position, actual position, position error, and DAC value are updated.

at a rate equal to the sampling frequency, fs.

Implementation of a sampled-data position controller will be explained

in more detail later. Before doing so, it is useful to introduce the two closed-

loop feedback structures, namely, indirect and direct feedback.

Closed-loop control systems can use either direct or indirect feedback

119,22J. In indirect feedback, the output of the axis motor is measured at the

motor shaft as shown in Figure 2.3. An example of an indirect closed.-loop

feedback is that resulting from the use of a rotary position encoder mounted

on the end of a milling machine's drive motor. The encoder senses the
rotation of the motor shaft which is assumed to be an accurate representation

of the motion of the milling machine axis itself. Thus, indirect position

feedback does not account for machine inaccuracies such as leadscrew

backlash and leadscre\tr pitch error.

The use of indirect feedback is common in CNC systems but it may not
provide as high a degree of machining accuracy as the direct feedback

L7
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approach [22]. Direct closed-loop feedback includes the milling machine's

mechanical drive in the feedback loop. In a closed-loop system with direct

feedback, a position sensor is used to monitor the motion of the axis itself.

An example of direct closed-loop feedback is the use of a linear position

encoder mounted directly on the table of a milling machine as shdwn in
Figure 2.3. In this situation, the linear encoder senses the movement of the

milling machine's table. Direct position feedback from the table provides a

true representation of the position of an axis which is independent of
machine inaccuracies such as leadscrew errors. Thus, direct feedback is more

accurate but it is also more costly to implement in machine tools than
indirect feedback. The hardware cost of a linear encoder, for instance, can

range from $5OO to $2000 while a rotary encoder t¡pically costs under $200

127, 281. Most commercial CNC systems use the cheaper rotary encoders and

the effects of the machine tool's inaccuracies are minimized by using
precision leadscrews with virtually no backlash.

2.3 Analysis of the Servo Motot's Drive System

A model of the servo motor's drive system must be developed in order

to design a servo system to satisfu a desired level of machining accuracy. The

model can be used to predict and to compensate the performance of the servo

motor's drive. Figure 2.4 presents a detailed block diagram of a single axis,

microcomputer based, sampled-data control system for a motor. The position

encoder, which is usually attached to the end of the motor, outputs pulses

with an encoder gain of IG pulseVradian. The pulses are accumulated in an

external counter during each period between the sempling instants. The

microcomputer compares the reference axis position to the actual position at
19
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each sampling instant. The resulting position eïTor is compensated digitally
by a position loop compensator. The compensated emor is passed to the

digital-to-analog converter (DAC) which converts the position error to a
corresponding voltage. The DAC has a gain of Kdac voltvpulse error. It
outputs the voltage to the moto¡'s amplifier which accepts it as a speed

reference signal. The motor and amplifier drive convert this voltage input to
a corresponding speed output with a gain of K6 radianV(second_volt). Thus,

the voltage output of the DAC effectively reduces the error between the

reference position and the actual position of an axis. In summary, the

microcomputer is responsible for producing the reference position for an axis,

reading the external counter to determine the actual position of that axis,

and outputting the digitally compensated position eï?or to drive the motor.

Each of these functions is perforrred by the microcomputer at a rate equal to

the sampling frequency, fs. In this way, the position control loop is closed

inside the microcomputer. The modelling and analysis of the servo motor's

drive will be discussed next.

2.3.1 Model of the Sen¡o Motorts Drive

The model of a servo motor's drive is presented in this section. In a DC

servo motor-amplifier system, the transfer function between the input
voltage, v(s), and the motor's speed, w(s), is represented generally as a
second-order model [29, B0]. The second-order model normally provides a
sufficiently accurate representation of the servo system's response. In
addition, it is difñcult to exactly determine an actual machine drive,s transfer

function due to the propri etary nature of commercial amplifier designs and

the unpredictable nature of external loads on the motor. For example, large
2L



cutting load disturbances, which exceed the torque output of a motor, would

undermine the validity of the motor drive's transfer function. In this
situation, the output speed of the motor would be lower than that expected.

Most amplifiers are designed to provide an output speed which is linearly
proportional to an input voltage over the whole torque-speed range'of the
motor. In this situation, the total gain of the motor,amplifier drive system

can be represented as Kp radian/(second-volt). The voltage input to a servo

amplifier translates to a corresponding rotational shaft speed of the motor.

Thus, the transfer function describes the ratio of the input voltage to the
output speed of the servo motor. It may be written as:

Gm =lt"=
V(s)

where:

GTtt = seryo drive's transfer function- (radianv(second-volt)),
y(.) = motor's speed (radianVsecond),
V(s) = a¡nplifier's voltage inpgt (voltéj,
Ê_= Laplace operator (sõcond-l),
Km = motor-amplif er's gain. (radiand(second-volt)),
Tm = ser:\¡o system's mechanical time constant (seóonds),
re = seryo system's electrical time constant (seconds). -"

(1 + tms) (1 + tes)

The mechanical time constant is defined as the time for an unloaded

motor to reach 63.2Vo of its final velocity after the application of a DC

armature voltage [29]. This charactertzatton is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Similarly, the electrical time constant is equal to the time required for the

current to rise to 63.2Vo of its final value when a step input voltage is applied
to the motor's armature with the motor's shaft locked [2g]. The motor,s

electrical time constant is usually small compared to its mechanical time
constant [31' 32]. The electrical time constant typically ranges from 0.25 to

22
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6.0 milliseconds [6]. The mechanical time constant, on the other hand, can
range from about 10 to 50 milliseconds for motors under t horsepower [6].
Thus, by assuming that the electrical time constant is much smaller than the
mechanical time constant, the representation of the motor's drive system
which is given by equation (2.1) can be simplified to:

Km
V I.LI -

(1 + tms)

Hence, a complicated motor-amplifier system with internal velocity and
current feedback can be represented reasonably by a simple first-order
model. However, it is important to recognize tlnat such a model is valid only
as long as the amplifier operates linearly without any current or torque
overload.

Figure 2.6 presents a block diagram of a simplified machine drive for
one axis of a CNC system. The process of accu:rrulating incremental position
changes between sampling instants is represented essentially by an
integration. Thus, the open-loop forward-path tra¡rsfer function, Gf, of the
machine drive system can be written as:

Gf=

where:

Kd¿s*K6*IG

s (1 + rms)

(2.2)

$t- = IQa.IKt+lJG^=.qt4 gain of the position control loop (second-l),
$dr. = ggrn of the _DAç (voltVpulse eñor),
5* = motor-amplifi er's gain (rädian/seconã-volt).
fte ; en-coder's gain (pulses/radian),
s = Lqpla-ce,operator (second-l),
Tm = loaded seryo system's meChanical time constant (seconds).

24
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An examination of equation (2.9) indicates an s2 þrm in the
denominator. As a result, the forward-path transfer function of the machine

drive is a second-order control system. The open-loop transfer function of a
second-order system can be represented as [BB]:

G(s) =

where:

s (s + 2(c¡n)

ú)n2

G(s) = op-en-loop transfer function,
g¡ 

= 

undgmped.natural frequency (radianVsecond),
ç = oamprng rat10.

Furtherrnore, the closed-loop transfer function of a second.-order system

having unity feedback is [BS]:

R(s)

where:

C(s) G
=-=

4 = feedback element,
Q(t) = input to- control system ,
R(s) = output from contiol system.

L + GH (s2 + 2(cuns + ú)n2)

Since the transfer function of the machine drive is second-order, the theory
for second-order linear control systems c¿rn be used to predict the
performance of the servo drive system. Furtherrrore, this theory can be

utilized beneficially in the design of a compensation scheme to produce a
desired positioning accuracy in a CNC system.

The damping ratio, C, in equation (2.4) d.eter:nines the response

characteristics of a seryo system to a command input [84]. The response of a

servo system is usually based on a step input. A step input is easy to

26
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generate electrically and it is a quite harsh input condition which tests the
stability of a sen¡o system. The response of a serr/o system to a step input
can be classified as underdamped ((<1), critically damped ((=1), overdamped
(Etl), or unstable depending on the damping ratio, (. The use of the d¿mping

ratio to tune the position response of a servo system will be explained later in
the design of the control loop compensation.

The gain constants in a servo system are determined easily from

hardware specifications. However, it is necessary to experimentally

determine the loaded servo drive's time constant due to its dependence on the
loading conditions. The procedure for doing this measurement will be

explained next.

It is necessary to validate the ser:\¡o motor system's mathematical

model and to determine the system's mechanical time constant. The

unknown time constant is found by disconnecting the motor's amplifier from

the position control system so that the encoder merely measures, without
correcting, the speed of the axis motor. Various step input voltages can be

applied to the reference speed terminal of the motor's amplifier and the
resulting motor speeds can be recorded.

Typical results from experiments perforrned on one of the Electro-Craft
E703-MG servo motors used in this work are presented in Figure 2.?. Step

voltages of increasing emplitude were applied to the loaded motor,s drive
system. The time required for the loaded motor to respon d, tn 6B.2Vo of each

voltage is recorded in Figurc 2.7. For small voltage inputs, corresponding to
27
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speeds under 8 inchevminute, the response history is approximately

exponential. The mechanical time constant is 0.030 +/- 0.002 seconds for the
particular motor tested. The exponential response is that expected for a first-
order model so that the validity of the simplified first-order motor-drive

model in equation (2.2) is also verified. Furthermore, the mechanical time
constant of 0.030 seconds corresponds well to the unloaded motor,s time
constant of 0.028 seconds specified by the manufacturer [6].

It must be pointed out that the response of the amplifier becomes

nonlinear for large voltage inputs corresponding to speed steps above about g

inches/minute. Then the loop limiting current to the amplifier restricts the
motor's current and, hence, the maximum acceleration rate to prevent

damage. The motor's acceleration, which is the initial slope of the speed

curyes in Figure 2.7, remains approximately constant for large step changes.

in speed above 8 incheVminute. A truty linear behavior, on the other hand,

would result in higher accelerations for larger step inputs to achieve the
same time constant. However, a machine drive woutd not be subjected to

such large step changes in speed under normal use. A motor drive is
accelerated and decelerated typically by using ramp speed functions rather
than large step changes. Consequently, the experimentally determined time
constant of 0.030 seconds was considered quite representative of the time
constant likely in practice.

The single integration

drive corresponds to a t¡4pe'1'

in equation (2.3) indicates

position control system [34].
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system's t¡pe allows the position following error and the speed eïTor to be

predicted in the steady state for specified inputs. The two inputs of interest
in machine tool applications are a constant speed input and a ramp speed

input. constant speed and ramp speed. inputs coïTespond to ramp and
parabolic position inputs, respectively, because position has an integral
relationship to velocity. The behaviour of a type '1' system is well-known for
these inputs [34] and it is summanzed,in Figure 2.8. Notice that the emors

shown in Figure 2.8 are inversely proportional to the overall position loop

gain, K¿, of the machine's drive consequently, a higher K¿ will reduce

position errors along an axis.

The sampling frequency requirements for a sampled-data machine

drive can be determined from the model of the servo motor's drive. The

transfer function of a machine drive is represented customarily on a Bode

plot. The Bode plot shows the gain-frequency characteristics of the servo

system. Consider the Bode plot presented in Figure 2.g which coïTesponds to

the forward-path transfer function of the experimental machine d.rive. This
Bode plot is t¡lpical of CNC machine drives. The ol1 marked on the abscissa

is the "break frequency" which is equal to the reciprocal of the seryo system,s

time constant, rm [84]. The slope of the Bode plot changes from _l tn _2 at
this frequency. The band\¡¡idth of the servo system, on the other hand, can be

estimated from the Bode plot by using the crossover frequenc/, ú)s, where the
gain is unity [35]. Then,

Bandwidth = coc /(2*æ)
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where:

oc =^ crossover frequency (radianVsecond),
æ = 3.141592654.

A control system can be modelled as essentially continuous if the

system's inputs and outputs are sampled sufficiently quickly. Several

authors [13, 36, 37] indicate that a sampling frequency of between ten and

twenty times the servo system's bandwidth will adequately capture the
position information for an axis. Thus, a conservative sampling frequency for

a machine tool controller would be about twenty times the drive system's

bandwidth for a stable servo system operation. CNC machine drives have

closed-loop bandwidths in the range of 5 to B0 Hertz [].51. As a result,

machine tool controllers typically employ sampling frequencies in the range

of L00 to 600 Hettz.

For the experimental servo drives used in this work, the total open-

loop gain, K¿, given in equation (2.8) can be calculated easily from hardware

specifications for the DAC, the servo motor, and the position encoder. The

DAC has 8 bits and its analog output is in the range of +/- 10 volts. As a
result its gain, Kd¿s, is 10 volts for j.27 pulses or 0.0?gz voltvpulse. The

amplifiers on the X and Y axes \ilere tuned. separately so that the motor

rotated at 2850 rpm for a reference voltage of 10 volts. Thus, the motor's

gain, Ka, is 29.85 rad./sec.-volt (2850 rpm / 10 volts * Zn rad,./rev. * 1 min./60

sec.). A rotary encoder producing L00 pulses /revolution \Ã¡as used on both the
X and Y axes. This value corresponds to an encoder gain, IG, of Lí.gz
pulses/rad. (100 pulses/rev.* 2nrad./rev.). As a result, the total position loop

gain K¿, which is the product of Kd¿s, K¡1, and Ks, is BZ.1 seconds-l. From

Figure 2.9, t]r'e crossover frequency is easily calculated to be 85.2 seconds-l so

33



that the machine drive's bandwidth is 5.6 Hertz. Now the sampling

frequency of the machine tool controller should be about twenty times the

drive system's bandwidth or 120 Hertz here to ensure a stable operation of
the machine's drive. As result, a sampling frequency of 150 Hertzwas chosen

for the experimental system.

A machine tool controller must satisfy several performance

requirements for CNC applications. The most important requirement is the
need for the controller to maintain a specified machining accuracy over the

entire range of cutting speeds of the CNC machine [38, Bg]. The accuracy of a

machine tool controller may be described in terms of a following error,

contour error, and a final position overshoot.

A following or tracking error between the reference and the actual
position of an axis always exists in a closed-loop seryo system. The reason for
this discrepancy is that each motor of a cNC system is driven by the
difference' or error, between the reference position and the actual axis
position. Following errors are not critical as long as the time response

characteristics of each of the axis motors are virtually identical. Then the
reference position leads the actual position by a finite, constant value during
a steady motion. Although the toolbit's actual position lags behind the
reference position, the actual position still lies on the desired path. It is
desirable, nevertheless, to have a sufficientry high servo system gain to
achieve an acceptable following error. The following error in a CNC system

can be reduced by increasing the position loop gain, K¡. The gain, however,

34



cannot be increased without limit because the servo system will become

unstable beyond a certain gain level. Schmitt [25] states that, due to the

effects of the inertia of the motor and mechanical drive, most machine tools

operate with a following error in the range of one mil (0.001 inches) for each

1.0 inch/minute of axis speed. Polad [36] indicates that the following error

should be about 1 mil for each 5 inch/minute speed'commanded for a high

speed laser machining center. This high performance laser machine operates

at feedrates up to 500 incheVminute. An appropriate following error

requirement may be established for a desired feedrate range based on these

suggestions. For typical milling operations at feedrates from 1 to 25

incheVminute, a suitable following error requirement would be about one mil

of following enor for each 2 inches/minute of axis feedrate. This design

following error can be expressed in terms of the position loop gain, K¿, of the

machine drive. Namely, a following error of one mil for each 2 inches/minute

of axis feedrate corresponds to a gain of BB.B seconds-l (2.0 incheVminute-mil
* miV0.001 inches * minute/60 seconds). Thus, the positon loop gain should

be at least 33.3 seconds-l to satisfr the design following error.

In contrast to following errors, path or contouring errors are position

errors where the cutter deviates from the desired path. The contour error is

defined as the spatial shift of the toolbit's actual position in a direction which

is perpendicular to the desired path. A typical example is shown in Figure

2.L0. Contour errors can be caused by:

a) Different fime Response Characteristics of the Various Motor

Drives. A contour error will be generated if the motor driving one axis

responds more quickly to the reference speed tha¡r that for another
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axis. This situation can be caused by mismatches in the gains and the

time constants of the different axes during a multi-axis motion [Bg].

As a result, it is desirable to have seryo motor drives with well

matched gains and time constants.

b) Excessive Loading On One or More Axes. A contour error will also

be produced if the loading on any one axis exceeds the maximum

torque permissible for the motor. Such an overload, however, indicates

that the servo motor is undersized for the given application.

c) Interpolation Errors. Interpolation eïTors can be caused when

cur:ves such as circular arcs are approximated by line segments.

d) Quantization of the Feedback Signal. Quantization of the velocity or

position feedback signals can cause contour errors. For example, the

motion can become "rough" at very low speeds due to quantization of

the position feedback.

Different time responses of the various motor drives is the major

source of contour eïTors. It can occur due to mismatch in the gains or the

time constants of the motor drives. Contour eïTors arising from mismatched

time constants of axes' motors are most noticeable when the motors are

either accelerating or decelerating. However, such a mismatch does not

cause significant contour errors during a constant speed motion. In steady

motion, a mi5¡¡¿¿.h in gain between the servo motors for d.ifferent axes is the

major cause of contour errors [39]. The effects of gain mismatch will be

described next for both linear and circular interpolation.

Figure 2.11 illustrates the contour error caused by a mismatch in gain

during a two-axis, linear motion. The variation in position of the X and y
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axes is shown for a constant speed motion as a function of time. Each axis

has a position following error which is inversely proportional to the speed of
that axis. The Y axis servo motor has a slightty lower gain than that of the X
axis. As a result, the projected toolbit motion in the XY plane has a contour

eïTor. If the Y axis servo motor has the same gain as that of the X axis, then

each axis would have individual position following errors but the projection

would still lie on the desired path. The contour eïTor is the offset of the

toolbit's actual position in a direction perpendicular to the desired path. poo

et al [39] indicate that the maximum path erïor occurs at a 45 degree angle

for a two-dimensional linear motion.

Figure 2.12 shows the contour error caused by a mismatch in gain

during a circular motion. The variation in position of the X and y axes is

shown for a constant speed motion as a function of time. Again, the y axis

servo motor has a slightly lower gain than that of the X axis. The mismatch

in gain produces different following errors in the positions along each axis.

Such differences produce a circular contour which is approximately elliptical.
The radial contour eïTor is the difference between the reference radius and

the actual radius. The maximum contour errors for circular interpolation

occur at the angular midpoints of each quadrant of motion. The contour

errors can be reduced by increasing the individual gains of the axes' motors

in order to reduce the position following errors. It is necessary to ensure that
the contouring error for a machine tool is lower than the machining accuracy

required during contouring operations.
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A final position overshoot is defined as the maximum allowable

overshoot on the desired distance of travel. It is crucial in metal removal

operations because the overshoot will result in excess material removal.

In summaÍY, ã machine tool controller must be designed to achieve the

desired following error, contour error, and final position overshoot

requirements. These errors can be predicted ieasonably, and then

compensated, by using an accurate model of the seryo motor's drive system.

The performance of a microcomputer based, servo system depends

strongly on the choice of the control loop compensator. The compensator is

selected according to the requirements for the system's performance as well
as the microprocessor's computational capability. The control algorithm

should not only satisfr the machining accuracy needed but it should be

executable between consecutive sampling instants

There is no simple rule for compensating servo control loops but

several worthwhile ideas will be discussed. The designer of a servo system

usually desires high gain in the open-loop transfer function. A high gain

reduces the sensitivity of the system to disturbances and parameter

variations and increases the system's bandwidth. For example, a position

control system having a high open-loop gain can faithfully follow a command

despite disturbing torques. On the other hand, the system tends to become

unstable and oscillatory as the gain is increased. Thus, the requirements for

a high gain and a wide bandwidth oppose the basic requirement for stability.

To overcome this difficulty, compensation networks are used to change the
4L



open-loop transfer function so that a higher gain can be achieved under
stable conditions [84].

There are a multitude of compensation schemes available for use in
machine tool applications. For example, the compensation function can be

implemented in the feedback loop as opposed to the more traditional
feedforward loop [13, 14]. Adaptive and time-optimal control algorithms can

be used also to optimize the machining process [40_42]. Most compensation

schemes, however, use simple first-order lead and lag filters as building
blocks [43-45]. The lead ñlter provides a phase lead to cancel the phase lag
that a motor's pole introduces in the loop. The lead filter effectively extends

the bandwidth of the system to give a more "regponsive" system. TLre lag
filter, conversely, introduces a dominant pole in the position control loop

which allows a high DC gain to be employed. The high gain reduces the
position following error. A proportional-integral-derivative (pID) filter
contains the desirable features of both the lead and the lag fi.lters [46]. pID

compensation is generally more robust than most other algorithms so that it
is implemented in many motion control apprications [4?-51]. The main
features of a PID compensator will be discussed in the following section.

2.4.1 PID Compensation

several machine tool controlrers are based on

proportional-integral-derivative (pID) controller 147, 52, 5

function of a PID controller may be written as:
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Gc(s) = Kp +

where:

Gc = transfer fun_ction of PID compensator ,Kp -.proportional gain,
I(i = integral gain,
Kd - derivative gain.
s = Laplace operator (seconds-l)

Ki
+

s

The design problem is to determine the values of the constants Kp, Ki, and

Kd which satisfy the desired perfomance requirements. The proportional

term increases the total gain of the servo system. The derivative control, on

the other hand, is equivalent to adding a single zero at s = -KpÆ(d to the

open-loop transfer function as shown on the Bode plot of Figure 2.j.8. The

derivative of a controllable variable represents the rate of change of the

variable and, thus, derivative control is essentially an "anticipatory" type of
control. On the other hand, the integral term of the PID controller produces

a signal which is proportional to the time integral of the input to the

controller. Integral control is equivalent to adding a zero at s=-KiÆ(p and a
pole at s=0 to the open-loop transfer function. The integral term increases

the order of the system by one which reduces the steady state error. One

practical problem associated with using the integral term is the accumulation

of the integral of the error. Consequently, the integral term can "windup" for

moves over long distances [52]. A very large accumulated integral term can

Kd*t (2.7)
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dominate the compensator and cause the motor to overshoot the final
position.

The PrD compensator discussed above can be implemented on

microcomputer as a difference equation [54]. This difference equation

given by [55]:

q(n) = Kp*e(n) +

where:

n = sâûrple number,
e(n) = nth compensator output,
e(n) = nth position error input to the sempensator,
k=âsummationindex,
Ts = sampling period (seconds).

n
Ki*Ts*[ E e(k)] + K¿Æs*[e(n) - e(n-l)]

k=1

Real-time calculations are required to implement the sampled-data pID

controller. The machine drive's actual position eïTor for a sample must be

available for the calculations of equation (2.g). As well, floating decimal point

calculations should be used in order to avoid quantization problems

associated with a finite computer word length.

Now that the basic control theory and software requirements have

been examined, the determination of the coefficients of the PID compensator

for a machine tool controller will be discussed.

a

is

2.5.2 Determination of the PID Gain Coeffïcients

There is no simple rule for selecting the gains of the PID compensator

[33, 56]. To determine the gain coefficients, it is necessary to analyze the

requirements for machining accuracy. As discussed. in section 2.4, the
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accuracy of a machine tool controller may be described in terms of a following
error' contour error, and a final position overshoot. The following error and

the final position overshoot can be translated directly into control system

requireim'ents- The following error can be expressed in terms of the sen¡o

system's total gain. As established in Section 2.4, its value shoutd be about

one mil for each 2.0 incheVminute of axis speed for typical milling operations.

This following error corresponds to an open-loop machine drive gain of BB.B

seconds-l (2.0 incheVminute-mil * miy0.00L inches *.minute/60 seconds) .

For the experimental system considered, the machine drive's gain, without
compensation, is 37.1 as determined in Section 2.3.4. This gain indicates

that the following error will be about 1 mil for each 2.2 inches/minute of axis

speed. Thus, the following emor specification is satisfied and the open-loop

gain does not need to be increased for the experimental system.

Consequently, the proportional gain of the PID compensator can be unity for
the experimental system.

It is critical in metal removal that the toolbit does not overshoot the
desired final position. An overshoot results in excessive material removal.

The zero overshoot requirement indicates that the position control loop

should be criticall]¡ damped for operations involving contoured metal
removal.

For a contouring machine tool, the integral gain reduces the following

error but increases the final position overshoot. As a result, if the following
effor for the machine is acceptable, then the integral gain can be set to zero.

In this situation, the PID position compensator is reduced to a proportional-

derivative (PD) compensator. The only gain which must be determined still
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is the derivative gain. The derivative gain must be selected to achieve

critical damping of the position control loop.

The forward path transfer function of the machine drive is obtained

from equation (2.3). With a PD position compensator, the overall open-loop

transfer function of the compensated position control system is then:

s (1 + rms)

and., by factoring Kp from the numerator,

Gt(s) = Gt(s) * G.(r) =

Gt(s) =

Equation (2.10) indicates that the appropriate selection of the ratio of K¿Æ(p

will result in a pole-zero cancellation in the machine drive's transfer function.

If the ratio K¿lKp equals the time constant, T6, of the servo system, then the

PD compensator's zero effectively cancels the motor's pole. Now the Kp value

for the experimental system is unity so that the Kd value should equal to r¡n,

or 0.030 seconds here, in order to achieve the pole-zero cancellation. In this

situation, the behaviour of the machine drive is equivalent to a control

system with a transfer function of G(s) = Kp Kt/s. Such a control system has

a first-order exponential response which is critically damped. A closed-loop

position control system with this transfer function will move to a desired

Kp Kt (1 a (K¿lKp)s)

Kt (Kp + Kds)

s (1 + tms)

(2.e)

(2.10)
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position without overshoot. This principle will be utilized in Chapter B to

design a critically damped position control system.

It must be noted that the pole-zero cancellation in the transfer function

of the machine drive is accurate only if the motor's time constant does not

change. If the response of the motor was slowed, for example, due to torque

overloads, then the accuracy of the pole-zero cancellation would be degraded.

Under these circumstances, the positioning performance of the servo drive

would suffer too. However, under nomal operating conditions for a CNC

machine, it is reasonable to assume that the drive motors will not be

operated beyond their torque limits. Hence, the pole-zero cancellation in the

transfer function of the machine drive is valid.

2.6 Chapter Summarv

The structure and analysis of control systems for machine tools has

been introduced in this chapter. The functional elements of a sampled-data

position control system have been discussed. The theory for the machine's

drive system and for the compensation of the position control loop have been

explained. Finally, the design and implementation of a pID position

compensator to achieve a desired level of machining accuracy have been

overviewed. The next chapter will provide the details of an experimental

control system for a machine tool which was designed by using the theory of

this chapter.
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S.l fntroduction

A manual three-axis milling machine was modified for use as a CNC

machine in order to evaluate the performance of the developed.,

microcomputer based, flexible machine tool controller. The hardware

requirements for the CNC conversion will be discussed in this chapter. The

software structure of the data processing unit and the control loops unit v¡ill

be given too. The implementation of a backlash takeup routine as part of the

control loops unit will be included in this discussion. Finally, the interface

between the machine tool controller and a commercial part design system.

will be presented. It will be shown that the open software structure of the

machine tool controller greatly increases the flexibility of the CNC system.

3.2 CNC Machine Tool Hardware

O\MRVTEW OF Ð(PERIMENTAL SET-I'P

CITAPTER 3

The modified milling machine is shown in Figure 8.1. A

microcomputer was used to control the three axes of this milling machine.

Commercial servo motors and amplifiers 'were purchased to drive each

individual axis. As well, rotary incremental optical encoders rfi¡ere mounted

on the ends of the motor shafts for indirect position feedback. A linear optical

encoder was mounted on one table axis of the milling machine so that direct

position feedback could be also obtained for that axis. This duplication

allowed a comparison of the performance resulting from indirect and direct
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closed-loop position feedback. Finally, custom developed electronics for
motion control were used to interface the microcomputer, position encoders,

and the servo motor system. This electronic circuitry will be discussed

further in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.1Milling Machine

The manual milling machine modified for use as a CNC machine is a
Model Lc30A'manufactured by the Long chang Machinery company Ltd.
The milling machine has dovetail slides on each of the table axes. The

original handwheels for the three axes of the mill were replaced with
couplers. The couplers provide a connection between the motor shafts and

the leadscrews of the milling machine. A complete rotation of each leadscrew

was found to produce 0.1 inches of linear motion. As a result, the milling
machine's leadscrews have a pitch of 0.1.

The effect of, external loads on the motors must be consid.ered when
designing a CNC machine tool. Cutting forces and frictional forces in the

drive system produce loads on the motors. The effect of these load.s can be

reduced by using a gear reducer between each drive motor and leadscre\¡/

driving the CNC machine. Indeed, for a gear reduction ratio of N, the cutting
loads are reduced by a factor of N. In addition, the gear reducer also

increases the inertia of the motor drive by N2 [52, 5g]. Thus, the overall
drive system is less sensitive to changes in load inertia (which depend on the
weight of the workpiece being machined on the machine's table). Any change
in tho l^o'l i-^-+.:^ --.:ll L^ ^ ----lt--- --- rr. t õ,aiii uiiv i'ü.aíi iiici'Üia 'wiii De a srûaiier muitipie oÍ'the motor's inertia with the
use of a gear reducer U, 571. The gear reducer also converts the high
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rotational speeds of the motor into usef'l cutting speeds. For the
experimental system discussed here, a gear ratio of ten-to-one \¡¡as employed

on each of the X and Y table axes as identified by Label ,A' in Figure 8.1. on
the other hand, an external gear reducer was not used on the vertical Z axis

because a lryorm gear reduction \üas present already.

The moto¡-emplifier combination selected for this work was an Electro-

Crafb, Model E703-MG, seryo motor with a SA-9000 Series pulse Width
Modulated (PWM) amplifier. The servo motors are identified by Label 'B'in
Figure 3.1. The amplifier electrically interfaces the controller and the motor
and it has built-in velocity and current feedback loops. The velocity feedback

stabilizes the speed response of the motor whilst the current feedback limits
the motor's current to prevent damage. This dual feedback scheme improves

the dynamic performance of the servo system. The amplifier also has a
dynamic braking feature in which the motor is braked when a request is
made for it to slow down. During dynamic braking, the kinetic enerry of the
motor is dissipated as heat through a resistance. Dynamic braking enables

the motor system to be decelerated at a faster rate than that due to load

friction alone. This feature linearizes the response of the motor for both
acceleration and deceleration phases [2g].

The presence of the velocity feedback inside ¿þs amplifi.er prevents

complete control of the motor by using a microcomputer. As a result, the
amplifier was tuned by appropriateiy adjusting potentiometers for a stable

fast speed response to a voltage step input [17]. The position control loop,
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however, was closed inside the microcomputer itself.

control loop will be discussed later in this chapter.

3.2.3 Pbsition Encoders

Rotary shaft encoders were used for position feedback from the axes of
the milling machine. The three rotary encoders were mounted on the end of
each shafìb of the seryo motors to provide indirect position feedback. The
rotary encoders are identified by Label 'C'in Figure 3.1. A linear encoder

was also mounted on the X axis of the miiling machine to assess the accuracy

of the corresponding leadscrew and, thus, to determine the reliability of the
feedback from the rotary encoder. The linear encoder is identified by Label
'D' in Figure 3.1.

The position encoders used in a cNC system must have a higher
resolution than the position resolution desired in the CNC system. The
desired resolution was 0.0001 inches on each axis of the experimental system.

This value shor:ld ensure that the target position and. contouring accuracies

of +/- 0.0005 inches are achieved. Three rotary incremental optical encoders,

model REX-44 manufactured by sLlNX, .were mounted on the ends of the
motor shafts [28]. Each of these digttal encoders outputs two pulse streams

which have a 90 degrees phase difference as shown in Figure 8.2. Charurel B
leads channel A for a clockwise encoder rotation and channel A leads channel
B for a counter clockwise rotation. The rotary encoders also have an index
pulse which occurs once every complete revolution of the encoder,s shaft.
Trhio ^"1^^ ^^* L^ --^^lr' i¡¡Ë Pi¡ise caiì oe üseci as a reference or home position. The effective

resolution of the encoder can be quadrupled by using "quadrature decoding',
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circuitry [59, 60]. Direction information and a fourfold increase in resolution

may be obtained by decoding the four unique states of channels A and B
indicated in Figure 3.2. A state diagram which depicts the four states and

possible transitions between them is presentêd in Figure B.B. The state

transition logic may be implemented by using flip-flops, a programmable

Logic Array, or a Read only Memory [5g, 60]. Thus, each pulse from

channels A and B can be essentially quadrature decoded into four counts.

The encoders on the X and Y axes of the machine's table produced 100 pulses

per revolution of the motor shaft. Considering the ten-to-one gear reduction

on these axes, 1000 pulses were generated for each revolution of the gear

reducer's output shaft. With a leadscrew pitch of 0.1 inches/revolution, the
machine drive's basic resolution on the X and Y axes was 0.0001 inches/pulse
(0.1 incheVrev. t 1/1000 rev./pulse). The basic resolution can be increased by
a factor of four to 0.000025 inches/count through the use of quadrature

decoding. The quadrature decoded signals from the encoders were not
actually used on the X and Y axes because the resolution of the position

feedback corresponded already to the d.esired 0.0001 inches. On the other
hand, the rotary encoder on the vertical Z axts produced 500 pulses per

revolution of the motor shaft. With one revolution of the motor shaft
producing 0.1 inches of vertical displacement, this drive's basic resolution

was 0.0002 incheVpulse (0.1 incheVrev. * 1/500 rev./pulse). This resolution is
lower than the desired 0.0001 inches, so that the quadrature decoding was

used on the Z axts to improve the resolution to the desired 0.0001 inches.

The linear encoder on the X axis was manufactured by Mituto yo 127).

The linear encoder is a model AT2-FN and it required a pulse signal
interpolation unit PSU2-1 to provide a resolution of 2 micrometers or
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0.0000787 incheVpulse. This resolution can be increased by a factor of four
to 0.0000197 inches through the use of quadrature decoding. The high
resolution of the position feedback from the linear encod.er can be employed to

assess the accuracy of the milling machine's leadscrew.

Figure 3.4 shows the custom developed interface card for motion

control. This interface card allows the microcomputer to monitor and control

each axis of motion. The electronic circuitry was desig:ned by Mr. v.
Shkawrytko and debugged by Mr. T. Kostyniuk. Mr. J. Sill of the Electrical
Engineering Department, at the University of Manitoba, built the wire
wrapped circuit card. The card was designed to be IBM pc data bus

compatible and included an encoder interfiace section, a digital-to-analog

converter, and a microcomputer data bus interface. Circuit diagrams are

included in Reference [61].

An encoder interface is needed to determine the positions of the
milling machine's axes. A commercially available, integrated circuit chip,

was used for the encoder interfacing. The HCTL-2000 chip from Hewlett-
Packard receives the feedback pulses from the optical encod.er and perforrns

quadrature decoding [62]. The HCTL-2000 chip has a 12 bit binary up/down
counter and an output data latch. The up/down counter is used. to
distinguish positive from negative movements. The value in the counter can

be transferred to the output data latch for further processing by a

-i ^-^--^^ tTrL ^ TlfttTrl ô^^^¡ftiurüprocessor. ir'r€ äU'i'i,-ZUUû chip sampies the two enco<ier charurels A
and B at a selectable clock frequency and. then filters the encoder pulses to
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prevent extraneous noise from producing false counts. The filter section

rejects noise on the incoming quadrature signals by requiring the same input
level for each channel on three consecutive, rising clock edges. provision was

also made in the encoder interface circuitry to use the index pulse of an

encoder as a home position reference. This feature is useful in CNC

applications where it is desired to start a machini4g operation at a fixed

starting position.

An axis interface must also contain a digital-to-arialog converter (DAC)

to provide a voltage to the drive's emplifier which corresponds to the speed

reference. The output of the DAC should be a linear function of the digital
input. A commercially available DAC-08 mad.e by Precision Monolithics

fncorporated was used to convert the digital compensator's output to a

corresponding analog value [63]. The output voltage of this 8-bit DAC is
applied to the motor's amplifier which, in turn, po\¡¡ers the motor. The

voltage applied to the motor's amplifier reduces the eïTor between the
reference position and the actual position of an axis as discussed in Section

2.3.

The microcomputer's data bus interface enabled communication and

data transfer to be made between the custom motion control electronics and.

the microcomputer. Information about each encoder's position and the

outputs of the digital compensators were transferred over the computer,s

data bus. Details of the microcomputer hardware will be detailed next.
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3.2.5 Microcomputer

The machine tool controller consists of a custom three-axis interface

card together with an IBM compatible PC/AT computer. The computer is

supported by an Int€l 80286 microprocessor and must have an Intel, 80287

math coprocessor. The 80286 is a 16-bit processor which uses a t2 lt/tÊtz

clock. The 80287 math coprocessor works in parallel \{¡ith the 80286

microprocessor. It performs high speed arithmetic and trigonometric

operations on floating point numbers t641. FORTRAN allows the control

program to employ the real time, floating point arithmetic support of the

80287 . The single processor of the computer performs all the position control

tasks and it interfaces to all three axes of the motion control card over the

data bus of the computer.

The focus of this work was to implement an inexpensive, software

based, machine tool controller. The PC/AT computer with an Bo2B7

coprocessor costs about $3500, while the hardware for the interface card for

motion control is about $300. Thus, hardware for the microcomputer based

motion controller basically costs around $3800. This cost figure excludes

development costs and the price of servo motors, servo amplifiers, and

position encoders for the axes of the machine tool. The next two sections will
discuss the design and implementation of the data processing unit and the

control loops unit.

3.3 Data Processing Unit

As described in Section l-.3, the purpose of the data processing unit
(DPU) is to provide speed reference signals to the control loops unit (CLU).
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The DPU consists of a part program decoding subroutine and interpolation

subroutines. The DPU reads the part program block, decodes it, and

generates the interpolated positions between the end points of a contoured

move. The software for the DPU and the CLU is implemented in FORTRAN

and ASSEMBLER. FORTRAN provides powerful mathematical capabilities

for programming the controller and the interpolation,routines. On the other

hand, ASSEMBLER subroutines are smployed for the low level data input

and output between the computer and hardware devices. Program listings

for the DPU and CLU are included in Reference [61].

Three-dimensional linear interpolation and circular interpolation on

any two axes are implemented as part of the DPU. Other interpolation

routines, such as spline interpolation, could be also implemented due to the

open software of the DPU. The interpolation routines provide a series of

reference speeds to the CLU for each axis. The CLU uses these speeds to

calculate the reference positions of the axes. For each axis, the difference

between the actual and reference positions is used by the CLU to determine

the motor's speed needed for the next sample period. Details of the operation

of the CLU will be presented in Section 8.4.

The process of interpolation involves the approximation of a desired

curye by many line segments. This segmentation is an inherent product of

the sampled-data control scheme because the speed of the axes'motors can be

changed only at the sampling instants. Thus, a circular arc is approximated

as a series of line segments; each segment length represents the distance that

the toolbit must travel in a single sample period. The segment length is
proportional to the feedrate of the axis but inversely proportional to the
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sampling frequency. Thus, a contour such as a circular arc can be

approximated more accurately by using a lower feedrate or a higher sampling

frequency. This segmentation will be discussed later. The function of the

part program decoder will be explained first.

3.3.1 Part ProEram Decoder

The part program decoder reads each block of the part program and

interprets the actions required for each block. The part progïam decod.er

should correspond to the Electronics Industries Association Standard RS-2?4-

D for numerically controlled machines which perform positioning and

contouring t651. Functions performed by the part program decoder include:

a) invoking the appropriate interpolation subroutine (e.g. G01 for

linear interpolation, G02 for clockwise circular interpolation, and GgB

for counterclockwise circular interpolation),

b) selecting the plane for two-dimensional circular interpolation (e.g.

G17 for XY plane, G18 forXZ plane, and G1g foryZ plane), and

c) miscellaneous functions (e.g. M02 to signal the end of the part

program, M03 to turn on the spindle motor , and M05 to turn off the

spindle motor).

Other part program codes can be added to the DPU as required because of

the open software. This capability is usually not available on commercial

systems. The speed profile employed in the DPU will be discussed next.
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3.3.2 Tbapezoidal Speed profile

A mismatch in the response times of the servo drives for the axes is the
major source of contour errors as indicated in Section 2.4. It is preferable,

therefore, to request gradual speed changes as opposed to large step cþanges

in order to minimize the contour eïTor. For this reason, ramp speed changes

are norrnally used. at the beginning and end of each part program move,

respectively.

A trapezoidal speed profile is used for all linear and circular motions.

To determine the speed profile, the absolute value of the travel distance along

an axis, DELTA, must be calculated for a given motion. For linear
interpolation, DELTA is the incremental distance between the initial and
final points of the axis motion. For circular interpolation, DELTA is the
incremental arc distance between the initial and final points of the arc. The

area rurder the trapezoidal speed profi.le represents the total distance to be

travelled by an axis. This area can be subdivided into three regions which
represent acceleration, constant feedrate, and deceleration phases as shown
in Figure 3.5. The variables prl, pr2, and pr3 given in Figure 8.5 represent
the number of sample periods that an axis must accelerate, travel at a
constant feedrate, and decelerate, respectively.

For a given motion, the feedrate and toolbit's final position are
specified by the part program. The incremental position change, DELTA, is
simply the difference between the present toolbit position and the next
specified position. After determining DELTA, the interpolator must find the
number of sample periods, F{f[, w4 and prs, that each axis must
accelerate, travel at the specified feedrate, and then decelerate. The number
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of sample periods or intermpts of the microprocessor for the acceleration and

deceleration portions of the typical speed profile shown in Figure 8.5 are

calculated as:

PT1-RATE/ACL

FTS = RATE /DCL

where:

RATE = specified feedrate (BlUVinterrupt).
ACL = acceleration rate (BluVinterrupt2)."
DCL = deceleration rate (BLUVinte"n'ptã1,
BT1 = time to accelerate (internrpts),
PTS = time to decelerate (inteffubts):

The dat¿ processing unit (DPU) converts the feedrate from the typical units
used in a part progrârn of inches/minute to BlU/internrpt. It also converts

the acceleration and deceleration rates from incheysecond2 to

BlUs/intermpt2. The acceleration and deceleration rates are not specified in
the part program but they can be set to suitable values in the DpU. The

acceleration and deceleration rates were chosen as 1.0 inches/second2. This

acceleration and deceleration value provided a fast speed response without
producing a current overload in the motor,s emplifier.

The total area under the speed profile is equal to the distance travelled
during a motion because the distance is simply the integral of the speed.

Consequently, the distances travelled while accelerating and decelerating

equal to the areas under the corresponding portions of the speed profile. By
using the values of PTI and PTB obtained from equation (B.t), the d.istances

travelled while accelerating and decelerating are given, respectively, by:

(3.1)
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AREA1 =0.5*PT1 *RATE

AREAS=0.5*PT3*RATE,

while the area under the constant speed portion of the speed. profi.le is:

AREA2 = DELTA - AREA1 - AREA3

where:

DELTA = total travel distance (BLUs),
AREA1 = rlistance travelled while accélerating (BLUs),
AREA2 - distance travelled at constant .põã¿-rÈ-r,-urjí'
AREAS = distance travelled while decelerãling fellÍÁ).

AREA2 is used to calculate the number of internrpts, P12, required for the
constant feedrate portion of the speed profile. This number is given by:

Now AREA2 can sometimes be negative if the feedrate specified by a part
program is too high for the required distance of travel. Under these

circumstances, the DPU program automatically reduces the feedrate to gTTo

of the present feedrate and recalculates the three areas. This proced.ure

continues until a feedrate is found that can be reached for at least a single

internrpt period.

The discrete nature of the acceleration and deceleration phases results
in a quantization error which must be considered when stopping an axis.

The acceleration and deceleration profiles are represented as linearly varying
changes in velocity. The deceleration profi.le is recalculated to compensate for
the reduction in area caused by quantization of the velocity. The

quantization error during the acceleration or deceleration portion of the

speed profile illustrated in Figure 8.6 is:

6s

PT2 - AREA2 / RATE .

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)
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Thus, the area under the deceleration portion of the speed profi.le is

recalculated to account for the quantization occruring during the acceleration

and deceleration phases. Consequently, the modified area, AREABM, is

calculated as :

AREAquantized = 0.5 t RATE .

AREASM = AREAB + 2*AREAquantized = AREA3 + RATE. (8.6)

The deceleration is then modified to reflect the modified distance to reach the

final desired position. The corresponding deceleration, DCLMOD, is given

by:

so that the corresponding modified number of interrupt

for deceleration is:

PTSMOD = RATE / DCLMOD .

DCLMOD = 0.5 * RATE2 /AREASM

It must be noted that the number of interrupt periods calculated by using

equation (3.8) must be an integer. If the PTSMOD value has a fractional

remainder, then this fraction is multiptied by the modified deceleration,

DCLMOD, to obtain the scaled deceleration for the very last internrpt period

before stopping the motor. In this way, the reference speed profile ends with
a zeÍo velocity at the specified final position of travel.

(3.5)

(3.7)

periods, PTSMOD,

(3.8)
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Three-dimensional linear interpolation is implemented as part of the

data processing unit of the machine tool controller. The linear interpolation

subroutine receives the final desired position of the X, Y, and Z axes as well

as the cutting feedrate from the decoding subroutine. The present positions

of the axes are known to the mis¡esomputer. The linear interpolator

calculates the axial velocities such that:

RATE = { CV*2 *Yy2 +Vr2)
where:

Vx = velocity o{tþe 4 *ir (BlUVintermpt),
VJ = ve.loqty of tþe Y *ir (BlUVint""r,ti,ti,'.!iiã 

= velocity of the Z axis (Blus/inte"ttptÍ.'

To determine the axial velocities, the total distance for a three-dimensional

move must be calculated first as:

DELTA = { (Opl,tAX2 + DELTAy2 + DELTAZZ)

where:

pEI,TAX = total travel distance in the X direction (BLUs),
DELTAY = total travel distance in rhe Y di;¿i;; iBiu;i;DF.LTAZ = total travel disrance in the Z ¿i""-.1iãî(Btù;i.'

The direction cosines, which represent the projections of the total movement

on each of the axes, are determined as:

DCOSX = DELTAX/ DELTA.
pcosY = DELTAY/ DELTA,
DCOSZ =DELTAZI DELTA'

(3.e)

(3.10)
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where:

DCOSX = direction cosine in the X direction,
pqOSY = direction cosine in the Y directión,
DCOSZ = direction cosine in the Z direction.'

By using the direction cosines, the velocity components for each axis during
the constant speed portion of a movement are:

Vx=DCOSX*RATE
Vy=DCOSY*RATE
Vä = DCOSZ * RATE .

The linear interpolation routine uses a moving feed vector to move the
toolbit along the desired path from the starting to the end position. This feed

vector changes both in magnitude and position. It points in the direction

from the toolbit's present, instantaneous reference position to the desired.

final position- Its magnitude is provided by the previously described

trapezoidal speed proñle. At each sampling instant, the 'tail' of the feed

vector advances to the previous reference position. Then the axial
components of the feed vector are utilized as the speed inputs to the control

loops unit. These speed inputs are used by the CLU to calculate the new

reference position for each axis. Thus, the reference feed vector advances

along the desired path by the distance specified by the feed vector of the
previous sample. The feed vector moves along the path is this manner untit
the end of the path is reached.

3.3.4 TWo-Dimensional Circular Inter?olation

(3.12)

Circular interpolation in the XY, XZ, and YZ planes is also part of the

data processing unit. As mentioned in section B.g, the process of
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interpolation involves the approximation of a curve by a series of line
segments. At each sample, the interpolator specifies the next reference point
to which the axes should move during the upcoming sampling period. The

CLU drives the axes' motors so that the toolbit moves along the desired path.

However, the actual axes' positions lag behind the reference positions due to

the error driven nature of the position control system which was discussed in
Chapter 2.

The segmentation of a line is not of concern in linear interpolation
because each reference position and each feed vector lies exactly upon the

desired line. However, during circular interpolation, the line segments

approximating the desired arc do not lie exactly on the arc. The contouring

effor introduced by the linearization can be calculated for the worst case

condition, which corresponds to the maximum feedrate. For the

experimental sen¡o system, the maximum segment length is 0.00262 inches

at the maximum feedrate of 24 incheVminute and the chosen 150 Hertz
sampling frequency. Figure B.? shows a conceptual diagram of the line
segments which form a circular arc. The small line segments, which
approximate the circular arc, change in magnitude, direction, and position as

the motors accelerate, travel at constant speed, and then decelerate. The

circular arc separates gradually from each tangential line segment as shown

in Figure 3.7. Thus, the maximum contour error during each sample occurs

at the end of the line. Application of Pyühagoreus' theorem indicates that the

contour error, E, $rill be less than the axes'resolution of 0.0001 inches.for arc

radä which are greater than 0.040 inches at the maximum feedrate of 24

incheVminute. This small contour error indicates that, for the normal

operating ranges of the experimental milling machine, the linearization of
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circular arcs does not contribute significant contour eïTors. Details of the
two-dimensional circular interporator will be presented now.

A circular interpolator was designed to accept standard part program

codes [65]. These codes require that all circular arcs start and finish in the

same quadrant. The codes also require:

a) a code which defines the plane of the circular interpolation,

b) coordinates which give the final toolbit position,

c) two values which define the absolute offsets of the centerpoint of the

arc from the present toolbit position. (The x, y, and. z ans offsets are

designated by the letters I, J, and K, respectively.),

d) a code which indicates if the toolbit's movement is clockwise or
counter clockwise, and

e) the desired feedrate along the path.

The information provided in the part progrnm, along with the toolbit's
present position, is the only information needed to perform the ci¡cular
interpolation. The basic information that is required to begin the
interpolation process is:

a) the arc's starting point,

b) the arc's final point,

c) the arc's centerpoint, and

d) the desired feedrate.

The arc's starting point is available within the computer and the final toolbit
position and feedrate desired are given by the part program. The arc,s

centerpoint is calculated from the offset values. For example, in the xy
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plane, the I and J codes represent the absolute values of the X and y
component offsets of the arc's centerpoint from the present position of the
toolbit. The interpolation subroutine must deterrrine the signs of the offsets.

This is accomplished by finding the I and J sign combination which produces

an arc's centerpoint that is equidistant from the toolbit's present positibn and
the required final position. The circular interpolation,routine checks the four
possible I and J sign combinations to determine the correct offset signs. After
finding the offset signs, the circular interpolator determines the starting
angle and the final angle for the circular motion. These angles and the arc,s

radius are used to calculate the total movement, DELTA, used in the speed

profile calculations described in Section 9.8.2.

The circular interpolation routine uses a moving feed vector to move

the toolbit along the desired arc. The magnitude, direction, and position of
this vector change at each sampling instant. The magnitude of the feed

vector is provided by the trapezoidal speed profile. The feed vector moves at
right angles to the radial position vector as shown in Figure B.Z. Thus, the
direction of the feed vector is always tangent to the desired reference arc.
The reference position vector is updated at each snmpling instant as it moves

around the desired reference arc.

For two-rlimensional circular interpotation, the reference positions of
the two axes vary in a sinusoidal fashion [66, 67]. For instance, the velocity
components for the X and Y axes during the constant speed portion of a
circular movement are:

Vx=RATE*COS(0s+0rn)
Vy=RATE*SIN(es+0uJ'
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where:

V: = velocity of the X axis (BlUs/intermpt).
Vy_=relocity of the y axis (BlUVintermãi).
IiATE = specified feedrate (BlUs/interr,rntl.
ps. = angle. of the Position vector at the stári'of a so-ple during circularinterpolation (radians ),
0m.= angle of the feed vector with respect to the angle of the positionvector (radians).

The 0¡¡ value is n/2 for clockwise circular interpolation and, -ttJ2 for counter

clockwise circular interpolation.

The time varying axial velocities of the feed vector represent the

component speeds for the motor drives. These components are used as speed

references by the CLU which then updates the reference positions for the
axes. The operation of the cLU will be discussed next.

3.4 Control Loops Unit

The control loops unit (CLU) drives the axes, motors according to the
speed references generated by the interpolation routines of the data
processing unit (DPU). The CLU subroutine samples the digital-to-analog

converter (DAC) and the HCTL-2000 encoder interface. The HCTL-2000

encoder interface is used as an absolute counter to eliminate the possibility of
missing encoder counts. The CLU receives the required speeds of the axes

from the interpolation subroutine. It then waits for an intermpt from an
ASSEMBLER subroutine which indicates that the axes have been sampled.

The period between consecutive samples allows an interpolation routine to be

implemented in real time. After the intermpt has occurred, the computer

uses the counter values of the new position to deter:rnine the absolute

positions of the axes. A new reference position is determined from the speed
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reference so that the error in the current position can be calculated. The
position error is used by the digital compensator to find the new digital input
to the DAC. The resulting proportional analog output of the DAC is applied

to the amplifier which po\Ã¡ers the motor.

$ampling performed by the CLU subroutine is controlled by one of the
internrpt timers of the computer's 8254 timer chip t641. The time of day clock

of this chip is reprogrammed to intermpt the misp6processor at the desired

sampling frequency. A sâmpling frequency of 150 Hertz was chosen for the
experimental system, âs discussed in Section 2.3.4. This sampling frequency

is more than twenty times the bandwidth of the experimental servo system.

The microprocessor's idle time was monitored between sampling
instants to determine the microcomputer,s utilization at the chosen 150 Hertz
sampling frequency. This measurement was accomplished by setting a bit
high whenever the control program was waiting for an internrpt from the

timer chip. The bit was monitored by using an oscilloscope. It was found

that the computer \ñ¡as waiting approximately half the time between

internrpts for a linear three-dimensional movement. This observation

indicates that the computer's utilization was about 50Vo fw this test. The

computer's utilization ultimately depends, of course, on the complexity of the
interpolation routine used.

Details of the absolute position counting scheme, the position loop

compensation, and the backlash compensation which was implemented in the

CLU will be discussed next.
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A counting scheme to determine the absolute position of an axis is used

with the HCTL-2000 encoder interface. The 12 bit binary up/down counter of
the HCTL-2000 chip is reset at the start of a motor's operation. The counter
is sampled at the sampling frequency of the position control loop. At each

sampling instant, the counter's value is read by the computer's control
program to determine the actual position of an axis. The counter is used as

an absolute counter as opposed to resetting it after each sampling instant.
An absolute counting scheme eliminates the possibility of missing an encoder

count during the instant that the counter is being read or reset. To

implement this absolute counting scheme, provision must be mad.e for
rollover of the 12 bit counter which can count from 0 to 40g5. The atgorithm
which performs the absolute counting compares the change in the counter,s

value between samples. At the 24 inches/minute maximum operating speed

of the experimental system, the counter's value should not change between

samples by more than about 107 counts (24 incheVmin. * 1 min./60 sec. *

40000 quadrature counts/inch / I50 Hertz). Thus, if the absolute value of
the change in the counter's position is more than, say, 1000 between samples,

then this situation indicates that the counter has rolled over. Consequently,

212 must be subtracted from or added to the absolute position in order to
determine the actual position of an axis. If the change in position is greater

than 1000, then 2L2 or 4096 is subtracted from the absolute position.

Conversely, if the change in position is less than -1000, then 40g6 is added to

the absolute position.
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The position loop compensation used in the experimental system is a
proporbional-integral-derivative (pID) type. The pID compensator is

implemented in the form of difference equation (2.g). Its gains are, set to
achieve a critically damped response in the position control loop along with a
following error which meets the specifications discussed in Sectio n 2.4.2.

With critical damping in the position control loop, the toolbit should move to

the desired final position without overshoot. As well, the position loop gain

should be at least 33.3 seconds-l to satisfy the following error specification of
1 mil for each 2 inches/minute of axis feedrate established in Section 2.4. For

the experimental system considered in this work, the machine drive's gain is
37.1 second-l without compensation so that the proportional gain may be set

to unity. As deter:nrined in section 2.5.2, the pID gains which prod.uce

critical damping are Kp = 1.0, Ki = 0.0, and Kd = 0.080. Thus, the position

loop compensator is reduced to a proportional-derivative (pD) controller. The

zero of the PD compensator at K¿lKp = 0.080 effectively cancels the motor,s

pole at lm = 0.030 seconds. As a result, the behaviour of each machine drive
is equivalent to a first-order control system with a critically damped

response. The gains of the PD controller are progïârnmed in sofbware so that
the controller could be customized easily to suit this particular machine tool

application.

The open software structure of the machine tool controller permits the
implementation of additional CNC features. One such feature is backlash

compensation which will be discussed next.
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3.4.3 Backlash Compensation

A software based, backlash takeup subroutine was developed as part of
the control loops unit. This backlash routine compensates for the backlash

between the leadscrerü¡ and the table's nut whenever a direction reversal

occurs on an axis. To use the routine, it is necessary to experimentally

determine, for each axis, the amount of lost motion due to backlash. These

values can be detenrrined to the nearest ten thousandths of an inch for the

axes by using a precision dial gauge. The probe of the dial gauge is placed

against the table and the encoder's output is monitored while an axis is
moved manually. The motion direction of the axis is reversed and encoder's

pulses are counted until the dial gauge registers the movement of the table.

The number of encoder pulses counted from the start of motion to the first
movement of the dial gauge indicator gives the backlash for that axis. The

backlash values of the experimentat milling machine were measured to be

0.0410, 0.0360, and 0.0010 inches on the x, y, and, z axes, respectively.

These values are programmed as constants in the CLU.

The algorithm for the backlash compensation uses three position

variables R0, Rl, and R2 for each axis. These variables represent the

position of each axis at the next, the present, and üre previous part progÌ.am

moves. They can be used to determine the direction of motion of an axis

between consecutive movements which, in turn, dictates if backlash

compensation is needed. The backlash compensation algorithm works as

follows. It is assumed initiatly in the algorithm that the backlash is taken up

on each axis in the positive direction. After each part program move, the R0,

Rl, and R2 values are updated whenever the position for an axis has changed
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between consecutive moves. Otherwise, these values remain unchanged. If
the value of R1 is smaller than R2 but larger than R0 for a particular axis,

then the axis has been moving in the negative direction and it will be moving

positivèly now. Thus, the backlash must be compensated before this next

move of the axis in the positive direction. Simitarly, if Rl is larger than R2

but smaller than R0, then the axis has been moving in the positive direction

and will be moving negatively now. Thus, the backlash must be compensated

before this next move of the axis in the negative direction. The backlash

routine determines if there witl be a direction reversal on an axis before each

part program move. If such is the case, then the routine moves all axes

requiring backlash takeup before the start of the next move.

The backlash compensation routine works in conjunction with ttre part
program decoder of the data processing unit. The DPU calls the backlash

takeup routine before executing the next move of a part progïam to check if
any axis will reverse direction on the next move. In machining practice,

however, it is necessary sometimes to look two moves ahead to determine if
backlash compensation is needed. An example of this type of situation is
illustrated in the part program of Figure 3.8. Lr typical machining practice,

the toolbit rapidly traverses to a check height at the surface of the workpiece

before cutting into the material. The toolbit is then comrnanded to machine

the workpiece. The backlash on the axes must be taken up before the toolbit
moves down into the workpiece to proceed to machine. For such a situation,
the part proglâm decoder must "look" at the X and y axis coord.inates for
move N05 before drilling into the material specified by move N04.
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N01 c00 X+00000 Y+00000 2+00500 F0020

N02 G00 X+01000 Y+02000 2+00500 F0020

N03 G00 X+01000 Y+02000 2+00000 F0020

N04 c01 X+01000 Y+02000 2-00050 F0005

N05 G01 X+02000 Y+01000 2-00050 F0005

Figure 3.8 Part Program Code Illustrating a Situation
Requiring Special Backlash Compensation

The CAD system interface to the developed machine tool controller witl

be presented now.

3.5 CAI) System Interface

One of the major disadvantages of stand-alone or dedicated controllers

is that they carrnot be interfaced easily to CAD systems. These stand-alone

controllers often must be programmed by using a non-standard CNC

programming language. Thus, it is usually necessary to manually enter the

coordinates specifring the geometry through a keypad. If a design must be

changed significantly, then this time consuming process must be repeated. A

machine tool controller with an open software, on the other hand, can be

interfaced quite easily to a CAD system.

The developed machine tool controller was interfaced to a commercial

CAD system in order to achieve the futl benefits of a CNC system. There are

many CAD systems that could be used for this purpose. Examples include

SmartCAMM by Point Control Co. t68l and AUTO-CAI1Iru by ICAM
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Technologies Corporation t6gl. The interactive graphics of these CAD

packages permits part design, modification, and verification prior to actual

machining. These CAD systems also have many time-saving features such as

canned'pocket milling cycles and toolbit offset compensation.

The CAD system used in this thesis is SmartCAl\4rM. g¡1¿¡fefiffiru

allows the user to customi ze tlne output of the part program post-processor to

the requirements of the machine tool controller. This customization involves

developing a post-processor for the specific machine tool controller. The post-

processor is created by answering a set of questions about the machine tool

and the controller. For example, the user must define the number of axes,

the desired system of units for part design, and the position resolution on the

axes. A summary of the post-processor creation for SmartQd]14ru is included

in Reference [61].

The part design process consists of the following steps:

a) defining the workpiece material, cutting tools required, and the

appropriate cutting speeds,

b) designing the shape of the part by using the cAD system,

c) entering the desired machining tool path,

d) verifring the completed tool path,

e) generating the part progrnm code.

Figure 3.9 shows the path of the tool for a typical geometry which was

designed by using SmartCAMM. The geometry is the logo of the University

of Manitoba. It should demonstrate the interpolation capabilities of the

machine tool controller because it contains both linear and circular toolbit
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movements. Figure 3.10 shows the post-processed part progïam obtained

from smartcAl\{rM. The use of a cAD package with a customized post-

processor to generate part prog'ram code greatly simplifies the part design

and manufacture processes.

3.6 Chapter Summary

The hardware and software structure developed for a machine tool

controller have been detaited in this chapter. The implementation of the data
processing unit and control loops unit of the machine tool controller was

presented. The flexibility of the sofTware based, machine tool controller was

highlighted by the ability to select the position loop compensator and to ad.d

backlash compensation. Finally, the machine tool controller was interfaced

to a commercial part design system to demonstrate its flexibility. The next
chapter will provid.e results from an evaluation of the performance of this
machine tool controller.
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4.l fnhoduction

The most important performance criterion for a CNC machine tool

controller is machining accuracy. The machine tool controller must maintain

a specified machining accuracy over the entire range of cutting speeds of the

CNC machine. As described in Section 2.4, the accuracy of a machine tool

may be described in terms of a following error, contour error, and a fi.nal

position overshoot. Each of these criteria will be analyzed in this chapter for
the experimental system. The theoretical and actual following errors of the

milling machine's axes will be compared. The theoretical following error is
based on the mathematical model developed in Chapter 2, while the actual

following error is obtained from experimental tests. The effectiveness of the
position loop compensator in eliminating a final position overshoot will be

demonstrated. Contour errors resulting from mismatches in the time
response characteristics of the axes'motors will be also discussed.

CIIAPTER 4

The performance of the control loops unit (CLU) can be described for a
single machine axis in terms of the position following error and the overshoot

of the final position. The mathematical analysis given in Section 2.8.1

indicated that the servo motor's drive system can be modelled as a type 1,
control system. It was shown in Figure 2.8 that there is a position following
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error equal to speedÆ(¿ for a constant speed input. Thus, the actual position

of the toolbit lags behind the reference position by a constant distance which

is inversely proportional to the gain of the motor's drive system. Figure 4.1

illustrates a typical position lag. Now the standard trapezoidal speed profile

uses ramp speed inputs to accelerate and decelerate the motors.' The

response of a type 1' control system to a ramp speed. input was shown in
Figure 2.8. The speed error is equal to accelerationÆ(¿. Thus, the speed error
is inversely proportional to the gain of the motor drive, K¿. Figure 4.2

presents t¡'pical reference and actual speed profiles for an axis spee d, o 24

incheVminute. It is desirable to have a high gain in the machine drive,s

control loop in order to reduce the position follor¡¡ing error and the speed

error. The variation of the position following error with speed will be

presented next for the experimental system.

4.2.1 Position Following Emor

The variation of the position follor¡¡ing error is tabulated in Table 4.1

for various speeds. Table 4.1 compares the predicted following eïTor to that
obtained from experimental measurements. The following errors are

tabulated up to the top speed of 24 inches/minute for the experimental

system. The close agreement between the theoretical and actual position

following er:rors verifies the model of the moto¡'s drive system developed in
Section 2.3.I.
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Table 4.1 compqrison of the Motor Drive's Theoretical and
Actual Position Following Errors at various spèe¿s

Speed
(incheVmin.)

6

72

18

24

Theoretical
Error
(inches*10-4)

4.2.2 Final Position Overshoot

It is critical in metal removal operations that the cutter does not

overshoot the final position desired for the toolbit. An overshoot results in
excess material removal. As a result, the position loop compensator was

designed in Section 2.5.2 to achieve a critical demping of the position control

loop. Table 4.2 presents the variation of overshoot on the final position for
different speeds. This data verifies that the PD compensator successfully

satisfies the requirement for zero overshoot. Indeed, the largest final
position overshoot is 0.0001 inches at speeds above 18 inches/minute. This

small overshoot is well below the desired machining accuracy level of +/-

0.0005 inches. It is important to realize that the overshoot of the final
position should not accumulate with consecutive moves. The use of the

absolute position counting scheme presented in Section 3.4.1 ensures that the

final position overshoot is non-cumulative.

27

54

81

108

Actual
Error
(inches*10-4)

27

54

81

108
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Table 4.2 Variation of Final Position Overshoot v¡ith
Speed

Speed Final position
(incheVmin.) Overshoot

(inches*10-4)

6

t2

18

24

4.3 Contouring Accuracy

The contouring accuracy of a machine tool controller is a crucial

performance measure. This section will detail the contouring accuracy of the

machine tool controller for both linear and circular contours. Section 2.4

introduced the concepts of position following errors ând contour errors.

Contouring errors \¡/ere described as position errors in which the toolbit,s

actual position was off the desired reference path. The position error tests

described previously in this chapter focussed upon the errors produced by a

single axis movement. However, the final accuracy and the overall system's

perforrnance are determined by the combined effect of all the axes of the CNC

machine. Contour error tests, which will be described next, were used to

determine the errors resulting from a slight mismatch between the time

responses of the machine's axes.

0

0

1

1
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The final contouring accuracy of a CNC machine is tested typically

under loaded cutting conditions. However, the machine builder can either

cut and evaluate a linear or circular contour l70,7ll or follow a template with
appropriate instrumentation to estimate the accuracy of the CNC controller.

The template test has the advantage that the effects of toolbit vibration will
be excluded from the measurements [39]. In this way, the accuracy of the

machine tool controller alone may be evaluated. For the experimental

system, a sofbware based test was used to determine the contouring accuracy

of the machine tool controller itself. The contour errors \flere calculated at
each sampling instant and then stored in a software file for further analysis.

The software based contour test is analagous to a template following test

because the effects of toolbit vibrations and machine inaccuracies are

excluded from the contour error measurements. The detrimental effects of
the dynamic structural characteristics of the milling machine on accuracy

will be discussed later in this chapter.

Figure 4.3 compares the contour errors produced by the machine tool

controller for cutting and non-cutting tests. A two flute end mill with a 0.25

inch diameter was used to mill a 0.04 inch deep slot in a mild stesl block.

The toolbit was prograûrmed to move at an angle of 45 degrees in the Xy
plane with an axis speed of L2 incheVminute. A test performed at the same

speed, but without metal-cutting, is also shown in Figure 4.8. The close

agreement between these curyes indicates that metal-cutting seems to have

very little influence on the contour er?or for this test. This result is expected

as long as the CNC machine operates urithin the torque limits of the motors.

Consequently, the remaining contour error tests were perfomed without
metal-cutting.
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The microcomputer based, machine tool controller can perform linear
interpolation simultaneously in three-dimensions. Figure 4.4 shows the
absolute value of the contour errors for a three-dimensional linear motion at
the maximvm 24 inch/minute speed. The three-dimensional motion is at 45

degree angles to each of the Ky, xz, andyz planes. This motion should

represent the worst case for a contour error because the maximum contour

error generally occurs at a 45 degree angle in a plane t3gl. The maximum

contour error is about 2.00 * L0-4 inches which is less than half the target
accuracy of 5.0 * 10-4 inches for the controller.

Most machining is typically planar in practise. A typical example is
the machining of a contour in the XY plane at a constant depth to provide a

flat machined surface, say, on a cast part. Consequently, detailed contour
error tests were performed in planes as opposed to a truly three-dimensional

space. The toolbit was progtâmmed to move at angles of 0, 80, 45, 60,and g0

degrees in each of the )¡|:Y, XZ, and YZ planes. The tests were performed over

a representative speed range of the milling machine from 6 inches/minute to
the maximum speed of 24 inchevminute. Tables 4.g,4.4, and 4.5 show the
range of contour errors for the various speed-angle combinations in the Xy,
XZ, and YZ planes, respectively. The range of contour errors designates the
total fluctuation in the contour error for a given axis speed and angle of
movement. An examination of the data reveals that all the contour errors
rn¡ere less than half the target accuracy of +/- 5.0 * 10-4 inches. As expected,

the contour errors are largest for movements with components along both
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axes' particularly at the highest speed. The contour errors are caused

primarily by the slight mismatch between the gains of the ser:\¡o motor drives.

Table 4.3 Range_gl-c_qntour Errors for Trinear Interpolation
in the Xy plane (inches * 10-4)

Speed eO(inches/ñrin.) 60 90

6.0 0to1 -1 to1 -1 to1 _ltoO _1 toO

I2.0 0to1 -1 tol -1 to1 _1 to0 _1 toO

18.0 0to1 -1 tol _1 tol _1 toO _1 toO

24.0 0to1 -tto1 -1 to1 _1 toO _1 toO

Table 4.4 Rangeplc_ontour Errors for I,inear Interpolation
in the XZ Plane (inches * 10-4)

rt,.n.5å?i1

6.0 0to1 -ttÐl -1 to1 0to1 _1 toO

72.0 0to1 -1 tol -1 to1 -1 to1 _1 toO

18.0 0to1 -Lto2 -1 tol -1 to1 _1 toO

24.0 0to1 -ItoZ -tto2 -1 to1 _1 toO
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Table 4.5 Rangeglc_ontour Errors for Ljnear Interpolation
in the YZ Plane (inches * 10-4)

Speed
(incheVmin.)

6.0

t2.0

18.0

24.0

0to1

0to1

0to1

0to1

4.3.2 Accuracy of Circular Contouring

Circular contour tests were performed in a similar marurer to that of

the linear contour tests. Figure 4.5 shows the contour eïTors for a circular

motion in the xY plane at the maximum 24 inchevminute speed. The

contour errors fluctuated between positive and negative values for the

circular tests as demonstrated in Figure 4.5. As a result, the ranges of
contour errors rather than the er:rors themselves were tabulated for a

combination of axis speeds and circular radii. The range of contour errors

designates the total fluctuation in the radial contour error for a given axis

speed and radius. Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show the ranges of the contour

errors in the Yf ,XZ, andYZ planes, respectively. The circular contour tests

\¡¡ere performed for axis speeds of 6, 12, 18, and 24 inchevminute at radii of
0.25,0.50, 1.00, and 2.00 inches. An examination of the contour effors
reveals that they are always less than the desired accuracy of +/- 5.0 * 10-4

inches.

0to1

-Ltþ2

-Ito2
-Itß2

-1to1

-lto2
-Lto2

-Ito2

-1to1

-1to1

-Lto2

-Lto2

-1to0

-1to0

-1to0

-1to0
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Table 4.6 Range-of_c_ontour Errors for Circular Interpolation
in the XY Plane (inches * 10-4)

Speed
(incheVmin.)

6.0

12.0

18.0

24.0

Table 4.7

Speed
(inches/min.)

-1to1

-1to1

-1 to1

-1to1

RangeSlContour Errors for Circular Interpolation
in the XZ Plane (inches t 10-4)

-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

6.0

L2.0

18.0

24.0

-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

Table 4.8 Rangeglcontour Errors for circular Interpolation
in the YZPlane (inches * 10-4)

-1 to1

-1to1

-LtÆ2

-ltoz

-1 to 1,

-1to1

-1toL

-Lto1

Speed
(incheVmin.)

-1to1

-1to1

-Lto2

-Ltoz

6.0

12.o

18.0

24.0

-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

-2 tot
-Ztn2

-2to2

-2tß2

-1 tol
-1to1

-1to1

-1to1

-2tþL

-2to 2

-2to2

-2tn2

-2toI
-2to2

-2to2

-2to2
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The effects of a milli¡g machine's structural characteristics were not
included in the contour tests. These characteristics were excluded in order to

assess the accuracy of the machine tool controller itself. The effects of a
machine tool's structural characteristics must be considered, however, in the
total machine tool design [?2]. Structural characteristics such as vibrations
and leadscre\Ã¡ pitch error degrade machining accuracy. They must be

evaluated in a machine tool application and, if necessary, corrected to ensure

the desired machining accuracy.

Excessive vibrations of a machine tool produce poor surface finish,
increased machine and tool wear, and the loss of control over critical
tolerances. Vibrations in milling operations essentially result from three
basic sources; the spindle motor, the drive systems for the axes, and from
actual metal cutting. A vibration analysis of the experimental milting
machine \À¡as undertaken in t731. The vibration measurements were
perfomed without metal-cutting in order to isolate the vibrational
characteristics of the structure itself. Furtherrrore, the dynamic

characteristics of a machine tool depend primarily on its static stiffiress [22].
Ttris analysis revealed that the main source of vibrations \ryas the electric
motor driving the spindle and its associated pulley and belt system.

The relative displacement between the cutting and the workpiece

deter:rnines the quality of the machined surface finish. Reference l74l
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suggests that, for high precision machine tools, a general guideline for peak-

to-peak vibration displacement is 0.1 mils. Using the techniques outlined in
[73]' the maximum relative displacement between the cutting tool and^

workpiece was found to be 0.41 mils. This value was red.uced to 0.28 mils by
balancing the pulley system of the spindle motor and by isolating the spindle

motor from its mounting plate [731. The maximum vibration specification of
0.1 mils, however, was still exceeded. The basic problem with the
experimental milling machine is that it was not designed for high precision

machining. The poor structural stiftìress of this particular, inexpensive

milling machine indicates that the minimization of vibrations was not a
principle concern in its design. In summary, it is important to ensure that
the vibrations of a machine tool being considered for CNC retrofitting do not

conflict with the desired machining accuracy.

A second structural characteristic that can degrade machining

accuracy is the pitch error in the leadscrews. If there is a variation in the
leadscrew pitch, and rotary encoders are used for indirect position feedback,

then the actual positions of the machine's axes will be in er?or. The direct
position feedback obtained from the linear encoder on the X axis of the
experimental milling machine rñ¡as used to assess the pitch error of the
corresponding leadscrer¡/. The results of these tests are detailed in [25]. The

variation in leadsctew pitch was found to be as high as +l- 7Vo. This means

that the leadscrew's pitch on the X axis varied between 0.0gg and 0.102 with
a mean of 0.100 inches/rotation. This condition is unacceptable fqr high
precision machining. As a result, the leadscrerî¡s of the milli¡g machine

should be replaced r¡¡ith high precision ballscrews if the experimenþl mitling
machine is required for high precision machining.
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The performance of the machine tool controller has been presented in
this chapter. The performance of the control loops unit was found to meet the
position following error and the final position overshoot requirements.

Metal-cutting seemed to have very little influence on the contour errors for
the experimental system as long as the motors operaled within their torque

limits. The contouring accuracy of the machine tool controller was

determined during multi-axis tests without metal-cutting. It was found to be

within the target accuracy of +/- 0.0005 inches for both linear and circular
contouring. Thus, the machine tool controller achieved the desired accuracy.

The effects of the structural characteristics of the milling machine were then
considered. Vibrations and pitch errors in the leadsc'rews degraded the
accuracy achievable during actual machining. These sources of error would
have to be considered to guarantee a desired machining accuracy.
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5.1 Conclusions

A flexible, microcomputer based, three-axis machine tool controller
was developed. The controller consisted of a microcomputer, a software

control program' and a custom motion control card. to interface the axes,

motors with the microcomputer. The sampled-data controller was

implemented bv using FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER. FORTRAN provided

the mathematical capabilities for prograrnming the controller and the
interpolation routines. On the other hand, ASSEMBLER performed the low

level data input and output between the computer and the custom interface
card. The software control program provided much greater flexibility than a
hardwired controller. This flexibility permitted the development of routines
for multi-axis linear and circular interpolation. Furtherrrore, a position loop

compensator and a backlash compensation routine were implemented in
software. This soft,ware implementation pemitted a free selection of the
compensator's structure and its gain coefficients. The machine tool controller
was interfaced to a commercial CAD system called SmartCAIVfru to achieve

the full benefits of a CNC system.

A manual three-axis milling machine \À¡as used to evaluate the
performance of the flexible machine tool controller. A sofüware based,

proportional-integral-derivative (pID) compensator was implemented to meet

typical performance requirements in milling operations. The target
positional and contouring accuracies for the controller were +/- 0.0005 inches

L02
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and they were achieved. The position compensator was successful in
critically damping the position control loop to eliminate overshoot on the final
position. Thus, the developed controller satisfied the desired following error,
contour etlor' and final position overshoot requirements. The major source of
contour errors was found to be the stightly different response charactèristics

of the various motor drives. This difference was caused mostly by slight
mismatches in the gains of the different motor drives.

The effects of the structural characteristics of the experimental miiling
machine on accuracy must be considered in a total machine tool design.

Structural characteristics such as vibrations and leadscrew pitch error
degrade machining accuracy. For instance, inexpensive rotary encoders were

used in the experimental system for indirect position feedback from the axes.

However, a more expensive linear encoder mounted on one axis of the mi¡ing
machine's table provided more accurate direct position feedback. The linear
encoder allowed a determination of the variation in pitch error of the
leadscrew, which was found to be as high as +/- Tvo. rn summary, the
position errors caused by the machine'g vibrations and pitch errors in the
leadscrew must be evaluated in a machine tool application and, if necessary,

they should be compensated to achieve a desired machining accuracy.

5.2 Recommendations

The flexibility of the ne\¡¡ controller makes it attractive for the machine

retrofit and custom machine tool market. The hard.ware cost of a

microcomputer and the custom interface card for motion control is about

$3800, which makss the controller seem econornically feasible. The control
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programs are \trritten in standard programming languages. Thus, they are

largely transportable to more powerful microcomputers such as those with an

Intel 80386 microprocessor. Certain enhancements would be necessary,

however, if it is desired to market the new controller. For example, one or

several microprocessors could be included on the motion control interface

card itself to accommodate more complex interpolation routines. This

enhancement would also allow operation of the controller at higher sampling

frequencies and would extend the potential applications to areas such as

robotics. In addition, the microcomputer could potentially supervise several

machines in a computer controlled manufacturing system. Another area of
improvement would be the development of a user friendly interface. A menu

driven system could be developed to allow a user to customi ze t]ne software to

their particular machine application. It is also desirable to convert the

program source code to the C programming language for increased

transportability between different computers.

Considering the importance of machining accuracy, it would be useful

to develop an automated system to match the gains of the various motor

drives in order to minimize contour emors. The computer would apply a

known voltage to each ser:vo motor drive and then monitor the actual speed of

each axis. The soft,ware gains of each motor could be adjusted until the speed.

responses of the motors are identical.

Another possible area of development would involve the addition of an

adaptive or optimal machine tool control stratery to maximize the machining

rate. This adaptive control stratery could be used to generate a knowledge

base of recommended machining speeds for various materials.
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